PRODUCT FITTING MANUAL

01 SAFEPROP : ACTIVATING ONSITE
1. Remove the pre-loaded SAFEPROP unit from the storage stillage.
2. Place the SAFEPROP unit face down on the floor in the position the main backdrop is required to
support the slab.
3. Fit the main prop over the central shaft of the SAFEPROP unit and tighten the main prop to the
floor/ceiling.
4. Once the main prop is tightened firmly this will push the SAFEPROP unit plates flush together.
5. Release both preload pins on the sides of the SAFEPROP unit.
6. SAFEPROP is now activated and will support the main prop from dislodging while in the backpropping position during any slab deflection movement.
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02 SAFEPROP : DEACTIVATING ONSITE
1. Check to make sure all plates are tight together - two plates of SAFEPROP and the plate of the main
prop.
2. Turn both preload pins on the SAFEPROP unit to the locked position.
3. Ensure both pin tips are visual and supporting the inside plate of the SAFEPROP unit.
4. Untighten the main prop.
5. Lift and remove main prop from the shaft of the SAFEPROP unit.
6. Store the pre-loaded SAFEPROP back in the stillage until required to be used again onsite.

IMPORTANT PRODUCT NOTES
Regular maintenance checks must be carried out on the SAFEPROP units to make sure the main
centre of the bolt is tight at all times and the pro-loaded pins are in perfect working order prior to
use onsite.
SAFEPROP unit will only support the main prop from 0mm to 50mm deflection movement.
SAFEPROP unit unit will support and transfer the main prop loads up to 15mm and after 15mm
deflection occurs in the SAFEPROP only stops the main prop from falling over up to 50mm
deflection.
SAFEPROP unit can be fitted both on the top and base of the main props.
SAFEPROP unit spring is warranted for 100,000 cycles.
PPE to be worn at all times when activating and deactivating SAFEPROP units onsite.
If you have any doubts about the correct use, adjustment or maintenance of the equipment, ask
your supervisor.
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DISCLAIMER
All images and product specifications have been reproduced for your convenience to assist you with
product enquiries only. SAFEPROP cannot guarantee that the information is free from error, omissions
or is exhaustive. SAFEPROP makes no representation that any of the products are suitable for your
purposes and you acknowledge that you have relied on your own skill and judgement in this regard.
SAFEPROP will not be held liable for any claim, loss or damage arising from the use offer reliance on,
the information on the website. please contact a SAFEPROP representative for detailed product
information.
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